CORRIGENDUM

No. AllIMS/Pat/Tender/ Eqp./Psy/ CBF Machine /2013          Dated: 24/09/2013


After pre-bid meeting on 18.09.2013 and subsequent request sent by other bidders following corrigendum is issued:

- **Point 3:** Power Source – Both AC power source plus rechargeable battery should be read as power source – from PC via USB and/or rechargeable battery and/or independent AC power source.
- **Point 5:** Visual display in bar graph, moving line and digital form should be read as Visual display in bar graph, moving line, 3D and 2D video, pictures and biofeedback computer games.
- **Point 11:** Colour LCD monitor 15” should be read as support of dual LED LCD monitors.
- **Point 12:** Data should be accessible by any standard program should be read as data easily exportable to standard software like MS excel (compulsory) and SPSS (preferable).

**Additional specifications:**

- **Point 23:** Encoder with atleast 8 channel input
- **Point 24:** Encoder with 3 (out of 8 channels) fast channel inputs of 1024 samples/second and bandwidth of 512 Hz for EEG, EMG and ECG
- **Point 25:** Encoder with rest 5 channel with inputs of atleast 256 samples/second and bandwidth of 64-256 Hz
- **Point 26:** Connectivity to pc via standard USB 2.0 (USB 3.0 preferable) and Bluetooth (optional).
- **Point 27:** Specification of the computer : Windows 7 professional, 64 bit second generation i5 or i7 processor, 4GB RAM, 500 GB hard disk, CD/DVD optical drive, wireless LAN and Bluetooth, SVGA and HDMI output, atleast 4 USB port out of which atleast one must be USB 3.0 port
- **Point 28:** Monitor 1 – LED backlit monitor full HD (1920x1080) resolution of 19 inch
- **Point 29:** Monitor 2 - LED backlit monitor full HD (preferable) of 15 inch
- **Point 30:** Analog to digital conversion – 24 bit
- **Point 31:** Low noise sensor cables and optical fibre connecting cable from encoder to PC
- **Point 32:** Connectors must be of medical grade metal for durability
- **Point 33:** Software must be upgradable and must play stimulating or relaxing audio/visual presentations in common formats (.avi, .mp4 etc.)
- **Last date of submission of tender document is extended upto 07.10.2013 till 12:00 noon**

(Rajiv Narayan)

Administrative Officer